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big AIR, full Air Max, side tied shoelaces, plus Slip-on structure, you can imagine these elements are all used on the same pair of
shoes, what is it like? Nike brings answers to everyone. Organized by the European Foot Locker #ItStartsHere recently revealed, the
new Air Max - Nike Air Max Flair shoes, King of Trainers and the day of the meeting of the T.Mcfly in Instagram were put on the
videos and photos, take you to see it. 

Good Afternoon Kingdom LOOK AT THESE!!!! New @footlockereu AIRMAX Exclusive #ItStartsHere #Footlockereu #???
#KingOfTrainers
? 
A, video, posted, by, King, Of, Trainers (@kingoftrainers), on, Jan 12,, at, 7:10am, PST

Nike Air Max Flair Air Max has the sole air cushion shoes, to bring excellent performance, and gives the Slip-on side tie feel of
Lifestyle, greater AIR words will come Uptempo Air transplantation classic design. The unprecedented appearance and freshness
attracted the attention of many sneakers lovers. The message pointed out that Air Max Flair will be launched in February in Europe
Foot Locker Hottest Month Ever activities, but other areas have not yet been related to the listing of public information. 

source: Sneaker Files / King Of Trainers

Lower Merion Aces Kobe Bryant in the effectiveness of high school team partner Nike began cited as inspiration to launch the
"Lower Merion" series of shoes from the two generation of Kobe, the Jersey color collocation represents the logo of spades totem,
all of which show the unique charm of this version. The main function to the mesh fabric material Kobe XI has officially become a
member of the series, released through the official pictures, can be found in part of upper added reflective elements add detail
texture, in addition to the same theme costumes and equipment will debut. 

the United States is scheduled for sale in April 9th, model: 836183-006, priced at $160. 

source: Nike

Signature shoes series 
KD fans long-awaited? KD Trey 5 finally clear map if, low cylinder shoes with a stylish design? Lifestyle illustrates this? Trey 5 series
to express routes, although go casual but still equipped with Zoom Air technology and similar breathable uppers CP3 series of large
bottom polygon cutting and followed by considerable personal characteristics are quite distinctive, so we expect it to come on sale. 

source: sneakernews
?
The 
adidas NMD series can be sped up, in addition to continuously update the NMD Runner color, City Sock also contains different styles
of play over. 

, thanks to technology, has enabled many of the previously seemingly unconstrained forms to be realized, and most of them have
relied on Primeknit material for building new techniques. NMD City Sock Primeknit to construct the entire shoe body, in a variety of
directions of weave form the overall outline, minimalist fashion pursuit of tonality, but lost in daily use. Adidas will also publish
European and Asian listings for 3/17, and if Taiwan has relevant sales information, it will open as soon as possible, and in the United
States, it will debut in early May. 

source: freshnessmag

the top 24 American high school athletes will meet at McDonald s All American next week, Adidas, in addition to preparing D Rose 5
Boost, D Lillard 1, also brings D Rose Lakeshore Mid. 

, as the host city of the tournament, D, Rose, Lakeshore, Mid, to connect with each other can be said to be appropriate. Lakeshore is
a famous local road, and walking along the coast will see several famous scenic spots. Adidas links this link to Derrick Rose,
extending basketball elements into everyday life. Held in conjunction with the event, also launched the 'McDonald' s All American
'version, use the purple color and also the exclusive Logo printed on the tongue. 



student events are fascinating because pure blood is more likely to connect with emotions. 

source: Nicekicks

adiads Dame 3 to design the continuation of the Damian Lillard I was very fond of shoe design in Techfit and Bounce cushioning
material, also on the asymmetrical lacing system collocation, deliberately reduced ankle height make the wearer has excellent
performance under coating while maintaining low cylinder shoes flexibility, Lillard very suitable for very tricky game. 

in the first three colors in the (visible station reports) to celebrate the Chinese new year, the launch of the "Chinese New Year" version
is considered the most believe feeling for prospecting shoe makers, and next year according to the twelve zodiac order to count the
words coincides with the year of the rooster, specially in the body of the shoe brand details into the office hand painted pattern
symbol of chicken feather, show the beauty of Oriental elements. 

source: Sole Collector / adidas

Puma Disc Blaze classic shoes for the design of Disc Swift Tech and PUMA URBAN SWIFT is very striking, the heel of three-
dimensional modeling is similar to that of the TPU and the extension of the bottom corner is also full of tension, a very large impact on
vision. Special appearance and black leather matching, so that shoes exudes mystery, and can rotate the upper Disc System to
adjust the coating, this section can be purchased in August 15th at the KITH website. 

source: EU KICKS

in various brands, using the city as the theme design is a common technique used in the identification of commodity marketing,
Adidas recently launched a Adidas Originals Superstar NYC, the world famous city of New York as the main. The Superstar NYC is
full of details, the blue shoe body represents one of America's favorite color (Yankees-flavored), the body of the shoe inside printed
on a street map of New York, the most special is the shoe body outside, the classic shell head (Shell-Toe), the body of the shoe
inside respectively with two kinds of leather and suede. The shoelace also placed reflective elements, different material splicing
techniques with bold and creative brand of the "Big Apple" to represent the city. 

adidas Superstar NYC will be on sale at Adidas designated flagship store in June 30th, including stores in New York, Berlin, London,
Milan, Seoul, Tokyo, Paris, and moscow. This is also after Tubular Instinct 'The City of Light', and NMD_R2 Tokyo, the third flagship
store Limited shoes. 

source: Nice Kicks / Sneaker News
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